Masters of the Written World

Specialising in Legal and Financial Translations
Since 1999 the world’s top law firms have been coming to Temple for
legal translation. They come to us because we are the only company to
specialise solely in the translation of legal and financial documents.

Temple Translations has the ISO
17100:2015 Standard for Translation
as well as the ISO 9001:2008
Quality Management Accreditation.

“My practice has worked with Temple Translations for well over ten years on projects
all over the world where contract documentation often needs to be translated
and reviewed in a very challenging time scale. Temple are unfailingly reliable on
deadlines, often taking the initiative to follow up quotes when they have not heard
back. They provide work to a high standard and inspire confidence. ”
Partner, DWF LLP, London

More Than 1,300 Accredited Linguists
Covering Over 200 Languages
We have handpicked and registered a team of more than 1,300 qualified,
international, mother tongue translators and interpreters covering
over 200 different languages. Through them we deal with every kind of

Over 20,000,000 Words Translated
Each Year
We are members of the
Association of Translation
Companies (ATC) and are
accredited by Investors in People.

document from court rulings to commercial contracts.

Our translations capture every nuance of a text and express the exact
intention and same force in law as the original. That’s what we promise

Temple Translations has worked with
each of the top 50 UK Law Firms.

and that’s what we deliver; with over 20 million words translated per
year, between our London and New York offices.

“I have relied on Temple Translations for the past 10 years to support our busy
immigration practice. Temple Translations have always provided excellent and
consistent translation services, which in turn has enabled us to meet tight timelines.
I wouldn’t use any other supplier.”

“Being an English and French maritime lawyer, I often need translations to and
from various languages. I used to try to do them myself; this was time consuming,
inefficient and expensive for the client. Then I checked various translation agencies.
Temple were always cheapest and the quality is very good. I never go elsewhere.”

Owner, Immigration Consultancy

Bilingual Solicitor, Avocat à la Cour

“This is absolutely superb work, thank you. I’m also very grateful for the superfast turnaround
time which means I can get these sent off to the Foreign Process Section today.”
Senior Associate, Clyde & Co LLP

“We have been consistently satisfied with the finished product and the way in which the
process is managed and delivered by Temple.”
Lawyer, Reed Smith LLP

“We are very happy with the quality of your translations. Our local offices didn’t change a word
when reviewing the first batch of the legal translations.”
Supervisor, Product Group, Gain Capital UK Limited

Email enquiry@templetranslations.com
for a no obligation quotation
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